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Is there anything that you particularly like about the Draft Plan for Rustic Hills Drainage and 
Capital Improvements? 

− Well thought out. Indicates people were listened to. 
− Looks great. 
− It seems like everything is well thought out. I like that there is a website and scheduled meetings 

to keep everyone updated. I like the paving! Thank you for doing this. It should have been done 
back in ’08 when it was originally proposed. Thank you for agreeing to keep the working/well-
maintained ditches and culverts. 

− No, I think it is horrible. I don’t want paved roads. I love this neighborhood with rural roadways, 
and I feel that paving them would destroy the integrity of the whole neighborhood. 

− I think the plan is great. I have lived here for 15 years and have wanted this all along! Really 
happy the City is paving!!! 

− I’m in favor of the paved areas and the sloped roads as proposed – I think – I still haven’t studied 
what’s being proposed – stay tuned for further comment. 

− Yes!! Looks great. These roads need to be paved. They are very hazardous in the present 
condition. Slick in the winter, dusty in the summer. Washboards tear up my cars. 

− Paved roads. Improved drainage. It does appear you’ve tried to accommodate lots of conditions 
and opinions. 

− I like the process. Design progress looks good. 
− I like plan C. I really want the roads paved. I also want to make it as safe as we can for horse 

riders. I would like to see speed bumps like they have in Rockrimmon on Allegheny.  
− I would like to meet someone at my house to discuss the drainage across my property. (Contact 

information provided to Project Manager). 
− I like the plans for dealing with the run-off and placement of and promises to maintain the 

ditches. 
− We’re excited about getting these roads paved. We lost a lot of money in replacing tires. 
 

Is there anything that particularly concerns you about the Draft Plan? 

− If something does not work, will adjustments be made? 
− Only 10% of owners in our neighborhood own horses. This number continues to go down each 

year. Also, half the horses in our neighborhood are boarded. An option that caters to horses 
should not be considered! The horses will poop over the path, owners will not clean up the 
poop, gravel will end up on the roads, and if they are riding in groups they will ride side-by-side 
on the road. Having a bridle path will just mean more money in maintenance and time to the 
City. 



− I also think that the City of Colorado Springs is not involving all of the residents, including the 
wildlife that may live there. 

− We live at 5118 Brady and have stone fence posts and a couple apple trees we want preserved. 
− The sloped roads may be a concern, based on direction and current water flows. Again, this 

needs to be reviewed in more detail. Thanks. 
− If the roads are not paved who mitigates the dust? Fugitive dust is a major problem. Will the City 

water the streets down three times per day as per the requirements of the state? 
− Little concern for present wildlife? 
− I would still prefer to have the dirt roads remain in our area. I understand my property will not 

be completely alleviated of the drainage issues. On Bent Bar Road, the 6-foot path does not 
come to the cement ditch located next to our house, which is where the horses and walkers ride 
and walk. It ends at 5335/5324/5338. I live at 5409 Bent Bar. 

− Well, I was really hoping to have pavement come up to my paved driveway. Reason being, for 27 
years I’ve had gravel/mud wash down my driveway and I was looking forward to a clean 
driveway, garage, house and cars, and mailbox! With the proposed path on my side of the road 
(1915 Payton), if it is not properly designed and maintained, I will not see much benefit to this 
whole project at my property. If you go look today, the rutting and extreme washboard in front 
of my house makes it hazardous to check my mail (twisted ankles) and I’m not getting any 
younger. When it’s wet, I have to drive to my mailbox or slug through mud. I’m afraid the path 
will deteriorate to the same condition as the present road. Furthermore, how is the path to be 
maintained? I thought it would be better on the same side as the “ditch” – then when the ditch 
is graded, so would the path [be graded]. 

− Not at this time. 
− I would like to speed up the process. There are a vocal few who do not want the roads paved. 

The majority would like the roads paved. 
− Sedimentation will continue to be a problem in the ditch in front of 4405 Brady. There must be a 

drainage feature designed to settle the sediment out of the flow before it enters the culvert 
under Payton Circle. This settling basin should be designed for access by equipment (Bobcat) for 
periodic cleanout. Otherwise, the new ditch will fill in like the current one. Much of the 
sediment didn’t originate from the gravel road surface but came from the ridge. 

− I still don’t not like or support the paving of the roads. It is not necessary. If the creation of the 
ditches and their maintenance works, then paving is an unnecessary expense. 

− Speed bumps at strategic spots on Brady Road and Payton would help slow down the speedsters 
(of which we have more than a few). 

− We need SPEED bumps on Brady Road and perhaps Payton Circle. 
− I am formally requesting a wildlife and environmental impact study.  


